In this paper, we propose weighted arithmetic averaging algorithm to solve multiple attribute decision making with attribute values within interval numbers
Introduction
Multiple attribute decision making is characterized by a decision maker, who is called to rank all the alternatives as well as select the best. In many situations, a decision maker often can't give the precise attribute numbers, so many attribute values are given in form of interval numbers. Up to know a lot of research has been done to it, see [1] [2] [3] [4] . In this paper we will develop a new practical decision analysis method to multiple attributes decision making with intervals.
Main Results
Definition 1 For two interval numbers [1] [2] [3] [ , ]
is called the separation degree of a % and b % , and when ( , ) 0
and an ideal point
Property if and only if a positive ideal point is the optimal decision point, then
, As is a negative ideal point.
So we can see that the problem to rank the alternatives with attribute value within interval number is transformed to rank the interval medians. , and R is the set of all real numbers, then WAA is called a weighted arithmetic averaging operator. So we can solve multiple attribute decision making with intervals by WAA algorithm.
Step 1 Replace each interval [ , ]
L U a a with the interval median, and get the matrix consisted of interval median
Step 2 Let 1 2 , I I represent the subscript sets of the benefit type and the cost benefit attributes. Standard = ij A a （ ） into standardization matrix ( ) ij R r = as:
Step 3 Obtain Step 4 Rank the alternatives and select the best by ( ) i z ω .
Illustrative Example
An investment bank is planning to invest one enterprise from four enterprises 
